
Rapid Championship Regained 

 

In an impressive undefeated performance Ian Hunnable, has won the 

Rapid Championship for the second time. With a score of 5½ out of 

6, Ian improved slightly on his 2010 performance in the inaugural 

event and whilst controlling the all-day tournament as well. 

 

In the nine years of the competition only David Spearman has 

achieved multiple titles though Ian is the only player to have won 

with and without time increments. The 2011 event saw the 

introduction of the current time control of all moves in 20 minutes 

with 10 seconds increments changing from a flat 30 minutes in use 

for the opening event. 

 

With a number of players withdrawing, 14 members of the Club 

took part. The field was not as strong as it has been in the last couple 

of years, but Ian still had three higher-graded opponents to contend with, including triple champion, 

David Spearman, as well as the current and a former Lightning Champion. 

 

The first round was uneventful save for Nigel White taking full advantage of the white pieces to 

hold upcoming junior member, Kyan Bui, to the draw whilst Charlton Siddo adopted exhaustion 

tactics in taking the Controller to the wire on the clock, though Ian never looked in trouble. 

 

Round 2 narrowed down the leading pack. David Smith took the performance draw this round 

against Philip Staniland. David had forced through an advanced central pawn, but a fortress defence 

was just enough to hinder further progress allowing Philip to survive. Terry Whitton was forcing his 

way through Mark Murrell's queenside when he fell victim to a kingside sortie which resulted in a 

decisive material imbalance. On board 1 Ian played the game of the round (and the longest for the 

second time of asking) to take a key win over David Spearman. Elsewhere Nigel White continued 

his good form taking out an always dangerous Paul Haddock and Kyan had the better of a hard to 

defeat positionally Laurie Burtt. 

 

The two sole leaders met in Round 3. Ian neutralised Mark's kingside play with relative ease 

exchanging down to leave just the major artillery. Mark with an exposed king position elected not to 

open the position and offered the draw instead. After long games in the first two rounds, Ian 

accepted without hesitation to gain a well-earned rest at half time. 

 

Of the chasing pack only Kyan was able to take advantage of this accommodation to catch the 

leaders as Philip Staniland left his queen en prise. A remarkable round for queen blunders as Terry 

in an otherwise overwhelming position over-finessed to move his queen into the line of fire from 

Charlton's bishop pretending to be a pawn. 

 

Nigel continued his morning stroll, this time restricting David Smith to the draw and to go into the 

lunch break undefeated, the only competitor other than the three leaders (Ian, Mark and Kyan) to do 

so. Nigel joined a chasing pack of David Spearman, David Smith and Charlton Siddo. 

 

After the first round of the afternoon, only David Spearman of the challengers had improved their 

position, David defeating Charlton, whilst Philip stopped Nigel in his tracks and Ian beating David 

Smith. This time it was Mark who had the drawn-out game slowly increasing his positional bind 

over Kyan until a zugzwang was inevitable. 

 

With two rounds to go Mark and Ian resumed the joint lead half a point clear of David Spearman, 

Whitton-Hunnable from Round 

6, Black to play. See below for 

conclusion. 



with Kyan and Philip half a point behind David. The leaders, having played each other, took on the 

challengers. Hunnable-Staniland might have finished in the opening due to Philip’s generosity, but 

turned into a long and difficult rook and minor piece ending. Philip had excellent compensation for 

his material deficit, but ultimately could not hold it. Mark too had the better of his opening against 

David Spearman, went for the kill with one eye on Ian's game, but managed after some resolute and 

imaginative defence by David to exchange into a lost ending. Live by the sword, die by the sword... 

Elsewhere, Terry found some form to get the better of Kyan, Nigel could not repeat his morning 

feats, losing to Laurie Burtt, and Charlton got back into the action at the expense of David Smith. 

 

Going into the final round, Ian was out in front but only just ahead of David Spearman with Mark 

now a point off the lead. Ian had the toughest draw on paper facing Terry Whitton, with the late 

challengers Laurie and Charlton facing David and Mark respectively. Neither of whom were able to 

exert any pressure on the leader as Ian continued to lead from the front to dispatch Terry with 

another fine performance finishing before both challengers. From the diagram at the top of this 

report, Ian found 26…Bd2 with the threat 27…Bxe3 28 fxe3 Qxg3+ winning. Terry tried 28 e4 Be3 

The bishop wants the square, not the pawn. 29 e5 As before, 29 exf3 loses to 29…Qxg3+ 29…Rxf2 

and Terry resigned, unable to avoid material loss. 

 

Mark, well versed in the Orangutan from his school days, after some unorthodox queenside play 

won a key centre pawn to then establish a crushing centre. Laurie with an excellent last round win 

denied David Spearman second place, which left Mark to inherit that position. 

 

Nigel's morning exploits were more than enough to earn him the Grading Prize with an excellent 

performance of +29, only bettered by Ian's +40.  

 

This was Ian's day with five faultless performances and plenty of graft needed to win a tournament, 

against Philip in round 5; the round which effectively decided the tournament. Winning by a full 

point margin he made it look easy though effortless it was not! 

 

Ian joins the 2017/18 speed chess Champions Roll of Honour as the 2018 Rapid Champion joining 

Mark Murrell, Lightning Champion, and John Hodgson, Blitz Champion. 

 

Prize List 

1st: Ian Hunnable, 5½/6 – Rapid Champion 

2nd: Mark Murrell, 4½/6 

Grading Prize: Nigel White 90, 3/6; performance 119, +29. 

 

 

Mark Murrell 

Tournament Secretary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  


